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ANGELOU His code name was Seagull. He was a high-level anonymous diplomat. He could be a valuable man if he becomes a Spy for the United States. The problem was how convince someone to swear allegiance to an opposing country? The answer was to make friends with Seagull and make him an offer that was too tempting to refuse. The key to this strategy is patience,
careful gathering of information on all aspects of gull life, and a way to promote a relationship with an American partner you can trust. A background check on Seagull revealed that he had been handed the promotion several times and heard him telling his wife that he loved living in America and thinks retiring there if that's possible. Gull was also concerned that his country's small
pension would not be enough to provide him with a comfortable pension. Armed with this knowledge, security analysts believed that Seagull's loyalty to his home state could be compromised if he was offered appropriate financial incentives. The challenge became how to get close enough to the Seagull to reach a financial agreement with him without scaring him. The FBI agent,
Charles, has been told to slowly and systematically grow his relationship with Seagull as the aging of a fine wine to see off the best flavor, to a point where the time is ripe to approach him in an offer. The agent said if he moved too fast, it's likely the Seagull would pick up shields and avoid him completely. Instead, he was instructed to organize his approach, using behavioral
strategies that created friendships. The first step was to seagull like Charles before they exchanged a word. The second step was to use the right verbal promptings to turn this goodwill into lasting friendship. Preparations for a critical first encounter with the seagull began months before the actual meeting. Observers found that the Seagull regularly left its embassy camp once a
week and walked two blocks to the corner grocery store to shop. Armed with this information, Charles was ordered to be stationed at various locations on the way to the Seagull store. He was warned never to approach a seagull or threaten him in any way; instead I had to simply be there so Gull saw it. As a trained intelligence officer, shortly before Gull noticed the FBI agent, who
otherwise made no effort to hide his identity. Since Charles has taken no steps to capture or speak to the target, Seagull does not feel threatened and is accustomed to seeing the American on his trips to the store. After being in the same neighborhood for several weeks, Seagull made eye contact with the U.S. agent. Charles nodded his head, acknowledging Seagull's presence,
but showed no further interest in him. Several weeks have passed, and just as they have, Charles has increased his nonverbial interaction with Gull by increasing the raised his eyebrows, tilted his head, and jumped out of his jaw, jaw, all nonverbical signals that scientists have discovered are interpreted by the human brain as friendly signals. It was two months before Charles took
his next step. He followed Seagull to the store, which he regularly visited, but stayed away from the foreign diplomat. With each new trip to the store, Charles continues to enter the store as well, still maintaining the space between him and Seagull, but more and more times the diplomat has passed the corridors and increases the visual connection with him. He noted that seagulls
bought a can of peas each for his shopping trips. With this new information, Charles waited a few more weeks, and on one occasion followed Seagull to the store, as he usually does, but this time he introduced himself to the Seagull. As the foreign diplomat reached for a pea can, Charles reached for the kettle next to him, turned to the Seagull and said, Hi, my name is Charles,
and I'm an FBI special agent. Seagull smiled and said: I thought so. From the first innocuous encounter, Charles and Gull became close friends. Seagull eventually agreed to help his new FBI friend regularly provide him with classified information. A casual observer watching the Seagull's months of courtship may wonder why the first meeting took so long. It wasn't an accident. In
fact, the whole Seagull recruitment strategy is a carefully choreographed psychological operation designed to establish friendship between two men who, under normal circumstances, never plan on such a relationship. As a member of the FBI's Behavioral Analysis Program, I and my colleagues were tasked with organizing the Seagull recruitment scenario. Our goal was to make
the Seagull appeal to Charles, the FBI agent, so that the first meeting would take place, and hopefully future meetings would follow if Charles could make a good impression on the Seagull. Our task became even more difficult because Gull was a highly trained intelligence officer who was constantly on alert for any person who might raise suspicions and would result in him
avoiding that individual at all costs. For Charles to have a successful face-to-face meeting with the Seagull, the foreign agent must psychologically become friends with his American counterpart. And for that to happen, Charles must take concrete steps, which, it turns out, he has successfully achieved. The steps Charles was required to follow the winning Seagull over the same
things he needs to do if he wants to develop short- or long-term friendships. Using the Seagull case as a backdrop, let's look at the steps Charles successfully took to recruit his target using the Friendship formula. Friendship consists of four basic building blocks: proximity, frequency, duration and intensity. These four elements can be expressed using the following mathematical
formula: Friendship = Proximity + Frequency + Duration + Intensity Proximity is the distance between you and another individual, and exposure to that individual over time. In the case of the Seagull, Charles didn't just go up to the Seagull and introduce himself. This behavior would have resulted in Seagull quickly leaving the scene. The terms of the case required a more
measured approach, one that allowed the Seagull to get used to Charles and not see him as a threat. To achieve this, the friendship factor of proximity was used. Proximity is an essential element of any personal relationship. Just being in the same vicinity as your recording goal is essential for the development of your personal relationship. Proximity predisposes to the shooting
goal that you like and promotes mutual attraction. People who share physical space are more likely to be attracted to each other, even if they don't exchange words. The key to the power of proximity is that it must take place in a non-threatening environment. If a person feels threatened that someone is too close, they can go shields up and take evasive measures to move away
from that person. In the Seagull scenario, Charles was proximal to the goal, but he kept a safe distance to prevent him from noticing Charles as a potential threat and consequently triggering a fight or escape response. Frequency of the number of contacts is another person over time, and the duration of the time you spend with another person over time. Over time, Charles used
the second and third friendship factors: frequency and duration. This was done by positioning on the Gull's shopping route by increasing the number (frequency) of cases where the foreign diplomat had seen it. After a few months, he added duration to the mix of spending longer around Seagull. He did so by following his target to the store, thereby extending the contact time
between them. Intensity of how strongly another person can satisfy psychological and/or physical needs through the use of verbal and nonverbistic behavior. The last factor in the Friendship Formula, intensity, gradually materialized over time as Seagull became more aware of Charles' presence and the FBI agent's seemingly inexplicable reluctance to approach him. This
introduced a sense of intensity, curiosity, into the mix. When a new stimulus is introduced in a person's environment (in this case, an alien enters Seagull World), the brain is wired to determine whether the new stimulus poses a threat or perceived threat. If the new stimulus is considered to be the person tries to eliminate or neutralise it by applying the response to the fight or flight.
If, on the other hand, the new stimulus is not considered a threat, it becomes an object of curiosity. A person would like to know more about the new stimulus: What is it? Why is he there? Can I use it for my benefit? Charles's activities took place at a safe distance, and over time he became the subject of Seagull's curiosity. It was this curiosity that motivated Seagull to find out who
Charles was and what he wanted. Seagull later told Charles that he knew he was an FBI agent when he first saw him. Whether that was true or not, Seagull received the nonverbistic friendly signals the FBI agent sent him. After Seagull determined that Charles was an FBI agent, his curiosity intensified. You knew for sure that he was the target of recruitment, but for what purpose
and at what cost? Since Seagull was already unhappy with the progress of his career and the impending retirement, he undoubtedly thought of various scenarios in which Charles was involved, including his work as an FBI spy. The decision to become a spy was not made overnight. Potential spies need time to develop their own rationalization strategies and time to get used to
changing allegiance. The Seagull's recruitment strategy included sprouting the seed of betrayal. Gull's imagination provided the necessary nutrients for the idea to mature and flourish. This delay period gave seagull time to convince his wife to join him. As Charles moved physically closer to the Seagull, the diplomat saw not the FBI agent as a pending threat, but rather as a symbol
of hope — hope for a better life in the years to come. After Seagull decided to help the FBI, he had to wait for Charles to approach him. Seagull later told Charles that the wait was excruciating. His curiosity peaked. Why didn't the U.S. agent move? In fact, the second thing Gull said to Charles when he finally introduced himself in the store was: What took him so long? Duration is
a unique trait that the more time a person spends, the more influence they have on their thoughts and actions. Mentors who spend a lot of time with their mentors have a positive impact on them. People who don't have very decent intentions can negatively affect the people they spend time with. The best example of the power of duration is between parents and their children. The
more time parents spend with their children, the more likely they are that parents will be able to influence them. If the parenting period is missing, children tend to spend more time with their friends, including gang members in extreme cases. These people are now having a greater impact on children because they spend most of their time with them. Duration has an inverse
relationship Frequency. If you often see a friend, the duration of the encounter will be shorter. Conversely, if you do not see your friend often, the duration of the visit usually increases significantly. For example, if you see a friend every day, the duration of visits may be low because you can keep up with what happens as events unfold. However, if you only see your friend twice a
year, the duration of visits will be greater. Think back to the time you had dinner at a restaurant with a friend you haven't seen in a long time. You've probably spent hours catching up on each other's lives. The duration of the same dinner would be significantly shorter if seen by the person on a regular basis. Conversely, the frequency and duration of romantic relationships is very
high because couples, especially newly minted too, want to spend as much time with each other as possible. The intensity of the relationship is also very high. Think back to the beginning of your current relationship or your relationship in the past; now you need to see that friendship has evolved according to the elements of Formula Friendship. You can also use the formula to
identify parts of the relationship that need to be repaired. For example, a couple who have been married for years sense that their relationship is deteriorating, but they don't know how to fix it. Their relationship can be self-evaluated by looking at the interaction of all elements of the Friendship Formula. The first element to look at is proximity. Did the couple share the same space,
or are they separately pursuing their own goals and rarely sharing physical space together? The second element is frequency. Do they often share time? The third element is duration. How much time do you spend together when you meet? The fourth element is the intensity, the glue that holds the relationships together. The pair can be close, frequency, and duration, but lack the
intensity. An example of this combination is a couple who spend a lot of time at home watching TV together, but do not interact with any emotion. This relationship can be improved if the couple increases the intensity of their relationship. You can go on date night to resily feel for each other when you first meet. Every night, they could turn off the television for a few hours and talk to
each other, strengthening their relationship. The combinations of the four elements of the friendship formula are seemingly endless, depending on how the couples interact with each other. In many cases, a member of the relationship travels in business most of the year. Lack of proximity can adversely affect the relationship, because it often leads to reduced frequency, duration
and intensity. A can be overcome by technology. Frequency, duration and intensity can be maintained through email, chat, texting, Skyping and social media. If you know the basic elements of any relationship, you will be able to evaluate existing ones and nurture new ones consciously by regulating the four relationship elements. To exercise relationship self-esteem, examine the
relationships that currently exist and see how the four fundamental elements play a role in influencing them. If you want to strengthen your relationship, think about how to regulate the Friendship Formula to achieve the desired result. By slowing down some of the basic elements of the friendship formula, you're out of unwanted relationships. This gradual decline let the unwanted
person down gradually without regretting their feelings and without seeming like a sudden break in the relationship. In most cases, the unwanted person naturally concludes that the relationship is no longer viable and seek more rewarding interactions. Imagine you're a scientist with a top secret clearance and working as a subcontractor for the Department of Defense. One day,
seemingly out of nowhere, he gets a phone call from a government official at the Chinese embassy. He invites you to come to China to lecture on some of his secret research. All expenses are paid by the Chinese government. Report this invitation to your security officer, who says he can give a lecture in China until he talks about confidential information. You call to confirm your
presence and the Chinese official invites you to come a week early so that you can do sightseeing. You agree. You're very excited because it's a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. At the airport you will meet a representative of the Chinese government, who will inform you that he will be the guide and translator for the whole trip. Every morning, the translator will meet you at the hotel
and offer breakfast. You've been sightseeing all day. The translator buys all the meals and organizes some evening social activities. The translator is friendly and share information about his family and social activities. You reciprocied by sharing information about your family, nothing important, just the names of your wife and children, their birthdays, your wedding anniversary, and
the holidays you and your family celebrate. As the days go by, you are surprised that you and your translator are so common, despite their stark cultural differences. The day of the performance arrives. The auditorium is full of capacity. Your performance was well received. At the end of the lecture, one of the participants approaches you and says you are very interested in
research. He says the research is fascinating and innovative. He asks a question about the what you've done is related to your research. The answer requires you to disclose sensitive but unqualified information. You are happy to provide the information as well as a long explanation despite its bordering on the classified empire. While waiting for the aircraft to return to the United
States, the translator informs you that the presentation was a huge success, and the Chinese government would like to invite you back next year to submit another presentation. As the small auditorium was full of capacity, you can speak at the Grand Ballroom next year. (The Chinese translator gave the scientist the opportunity to flatter himself, which is the strongest form of
flattery. This technique of flattery will be discussed later.) Oh, and by the way, your wife's going to be invited, paying for all the expenses. As fbi counterintelligence officer, I had to interview scientists who went overseas to find out if they were approached by foreign intelligence officers looking for classified information. I interviewed many scholars who described similar stories to the
above. All the scientists reported that the Chinese were impeccable hosts and never asked about any classified information. There's no crime. Case closed. The only thing that bothered me was the scientists' comments that they had so much in common with their translators. Given the cultural differences, it piqued my curiosity. I knew creating a common denominator was the
quickest way to make a connection. (This common ground for relationship building is negotiated in Chapter 2.) Then I used the Friendship Formula to further evaluate scientists' visits to China. Of course, proximity was present. The frequency was low because scientists only went to China once a year. If the frequency is low, the duration must be high in order to establish a
personal relationship. The duration was high. The same translator met with scientists calculated every morning and spent the whole day and evening with them. Based on the topics of discussion between translators and scientists, the intensity was high. I finally figured it out. They recruited scientists, but they didn't know, and I didn't know until that point. Scientists, and for a while I
myself have not seen the recruitment efforts. The Chinese, consciously or unknowingly, used the Friendship Formula, which describes the way people naturally develop friendships. Because it is a natural process, the brain is not involved in this fine shooting technique. From then on, I interviewed scientists using the Friendship Formula to determine if recruitment attempts by
foreign intelligence services had taken place. I specifically asked the scientist to describe proximity, frequency, duration and intensity with the people they encountered during their travels. I also briefed scientists before He went to China to be aware of the subtle techniques the Chinese use to steal our secrets. Throughout the rest of this book, the Friendship Formula will be used
as the basis on which the friendships are built. Regardless of the type of friendship you desire (short, long, calm or intense), you are always influenced by proximity, frequency, duration and intensity. Think of the Friendship Formula as the concrete foundation on which the house is built. The home can take many different forms, as can friendships, but the foundation basically
remains the same. I met Phillip, the son of a close friend of mine, at a local coffee shop. Phillip recently graduated from a small-town college and got his first job in Los Angeles. He was single and wanted to make new friends. He lived his whole life in small towns, but suddenly found himself in a big city where making friends seemed like a scary task. I advised him to regularly
frequent bars near his apartment and display friend signs as he entered to send the message that there was no threat (friend signs will be introduced in the next chapter) and sit alone at the bar, at a table or in a cubicle. His daily visits to the bar would allow proximity, and his constant appearance would allow to determine frequency and duration. With each visit, you can gradually
increase the intensity, the last element of the Friendship Formula, by looking at other customers a little longer and smiling. Phillip needed a curio to lure people to him. Phillip said he was an antique marble collector. I ordered him to bring a magnifying glass and a bag of bullets every time he visited the bar. He was also instructed to adjust the balls at the bar and thoughtfully
examine each one with the magnifying glass. This activity would serve as a curiosity hook. I also told him to build a good relationship with the bartender and the servers because they will be ambassadors for members of the community. Because the bartender and servers were in direct contact with Phillip, other customers naturally asked them who the new person was. When they
did, they said nice things about Phillip, which in turn would create a priority filter through which other customers would look at Phillip. (Priority filters are negotiated in the next chapter.) A few weeks later, Phillip called me and reported me right. When he first visited the bar, he ordered a drink, laid out the balls and examined them one by one with the magnifying glass. A few minutes
after the bartender served Phillip's drink, he asked her about his unusual activities. Phillip briefly told the bartender about his marble collection and noted that the size, color and texture of each marble show a difference. After visiting the bar several times, Phillip and the bartender got to know him better The bartender liked Phillip and for him to have more people who are obviously
interested in his quirky hobbies. The bullets served as a conversation starter and made the transition to other topics effortless. The Friendship Formula looks like magic, but it's not. It just reflects the way people usually form relationships. And knowing the basic elements of friendship development makes building friendships easy. Remember, Vladimir initially vowed not to talk to
me. The first thing I did was create proximity. I sat with him every day and read the paper, he didn't say a word, practically ignoring him. This quiet activity created proximity, but more importantly, it was not a threat. Once Vladimir realized I wasn't a threat, he became curious. Why does this agent come every day? What's your purpose? Why don't you tell me anything? The daily
visits and quiet reading activity served as a curiosity hook. Overcome with curiosity, Vladimir finally broke his silence and took the first step to establish a relationship. It wasn't my idea to talk to me anymore; It's his. It was Vladimir's initiative. Even then, I did not speak to him immediately; Instead, I reminded him that when we first met, he vowed never to speak. In addition to the
prayer of friendship, this introduced two psychological principles, which will be discussed later in the book, the principle of deficit and the principle of increased self-moderator are enhanced by drive. Simply put, I don't readily available vladimir, which increased his curiosity, which increases motivation to talk. After Vladimir opened up his personal and psychological space to me, I
was able to use the rapport-building techniques discussed throughout the book to get him to the point where he was happy to provide me with information. To effectively use the Friendship Formula, you need to keep in mind what kind of relationship you are looking to create and the time you need to spend with the person of interest. Obviously, the formula doesn't play an
important role in someone like you, if you're only going to see them once or sporadically. Illustrate: Let's say you're in Cleveland, Ohio, for a one-day conference and meet this particularly attractive man or woman (you choose which one is right) and want to spend the evening with him. If you give a friendly signal to the person, it is not reciprocated; In fact, the person goes shields
up. At this point, you're not going anywhere with this individual; At least not tonight. But according to the Friendship Formula, if you're going to be in Cleveland, you can still win this person by using proximity, frequency, duration and intensity to form a relationship. When two people meet for the first time (provided that neither person knows anything about the other person), Imagine
yourself walking down the street in a city where you don't know anyone and people are moving around you as you head towards your destination. Or think of yourself in a bar or restaurant or other public building with dozens of unknown people. In these cases, it is in the foreign zone of the continuum. You're a stranger to those around you because they're strangers to you. Most
human interactions remain in the alien zone. We barely consider the hundreds or even thousands of personal relationships we experience in our daily lives as we go about our business. Still, sometimes a stranger does something that makes us realize his presence; we become aware of this individual. It doesn't have to be obvious. In fact, at first, I may not even understand why a
particular person has caught our attention. So, what makes a stranger suddenly stand out and become a person of interest? He picked them up, in the absence of a better name, to take down the area of his brain. Scientists have discovered that as we move forward in our daily lives, our senses constantly send messages to our brains, which in turn processes information to
evaluate, among other things, if any particular individual in our range of observation can be ignored, it is worth the approach or someone to avoid. This process is automatic or wired to our brains and is based on the brain's ability to interpret specific nonverb and verbal behaviors as either friend, neutral, or enemy signals. The function of the area study can be described by the
following analogy. A woman walks up and down a stretch of oceanfront beach. As he moves, he holds a metal detector in front of him, from left to right, sweeping from side to side. Most of his walk is uninterrupted; the metal detector didn't pick up anything interesting lying under the sand. But every so often, the machine beeps and the woman stops and digs in the sand to discover
what is buried there. What you find can be a treasure... an expensive watch or a precious coin. Or it could be garbage. a discarded kettle or aluminum foil. If he's very unlucky, it could be some long-forgotten land mine waiting to be blown up. Your brain is like a metal detector, constantly evaluating the environment for signals that indicate things you need to approach or avoid, or
that are irrelevant and can be ignored. Behavioral scientists have spent decades discovering, cataloguing, and describing the kinds of human behavior the brain interprets as friend or foe signals. If you know what the signs are, you'll be able to use them to make friends and, as an ancillary benefit, keep people away from you that you want to avoid. One of my students reported to
the class that he had started to signs at the local bar. He often noted that men in exclusively engaged relationships sent different signals than men who were in a committed relationship and appeared to be looking for an out-of-relationship relationship. The student noted that he also perceives strong nonverbistic enemy signals from some married men that discouraged unwanted
personal attention. But other supposedly dedicated people sent strong friendly signals that they were looking for something extra. The student noted that these friend signs are more nuanced than the friendly signals transmitted by independent men. Have you ever wondered why an individual seems to have a knack when it comes to attracting others to make a good impression
and getting people like him, while another person who is just as attractive and successful in life doesn't seem to have duplicates of that magnetic appeal? It often comes down to unconsciously sending out enemy signals. Another student presented me (unfortunately for him) with a great example of this. You mentioned that you have a problem making friends at the Midwestern
college where I teach. She said that people often noted that she seemed cold, aloof, and inaccessible, but once they got to know her, she didn't have a hard time developing a close relationship with them. As we talked, I realized he grew up in a tough and dangerous neighborhood in Atlanta, where he had to learn from a young age to have very thick skin. I told him he didn't need to
improve his communication skills, but instead all he had to do was change the way he introduced himself to people. He didn't stop showing his urban gruffness to the world. It's not uncommon for people who grow up in rough neighborhoods or even just in big cities. The urban gruff sends a clear, nonverbical signal to others that you are an enemy, not a friend. It's a warning to stay
away and not mess with me. Predators are less likely to target people who project this urban gruff, so they will be a valuable survival tool in tough neighborhoods. Once he makes a concerted effort to send out more friends than enemies signs he will have little trouble connecting with other students. An urban gruff. Would you like to approach the person who was pictured wearing
urban gruff? Keep in mind that many people who show this term are completely unaware that they are displaying enemy signals that discourage others from interacting with them. That's why it's so important to understand what constitutes appropriate verbal and nonverbistic friendly signals. Street people are constantly looking for handouts, especially in big cities. They can be
persistent. Their perseverance, however, is not random. They target people who are most likely to give them money and chase them aggressively. How do they know who's soft And who doesn't? Easy: Easy: Find the friend and foe signs. If their targets make eye contact, the odds will be. If their targets smile, the odds fall up. If their targets show pity, the odds will take their
chances. If you are constantly being targeted by beggars and panhandlers, it is most likely because you are unwittingly sending them nonverbical signal that invite personal contact. Without a personal connection, the chance of receiving money does not exist. Beggars know this and pursue goals who are more likely to give them a return to their efforts. So, in this case, an urban
gruff can come in pretty handy. Once, as a teenager, I was walking in a neighborhood I didn't know that turned out to be dangerous enough. I fished a lot out of the water. An older man who recognized that I wasn't in my comfort zone rushed to my rescue. He recommended me with some unsolicited but extremely helpful advice in order to get me safely out of the area: Walk like
you have somewhere to go. Swing your arms and take purposeful steps. And when someone talks to you, talk like you're trying to say something. If you can do that, you won't be seen as a potential victim and you'll be less victimed. That's good advice then, and that's good advice now. Nonverbical (how they behave) and verbal (what you say) communication send signals to those
around you. Purposeful movement has a purpose. To be a potential predator, you are less likely to be seen as a prey than a healthy, fast, alert antelope unlikely to be the target of the first choice of a lion who chases a herd of wild animals across the African savannah. Cullen Hightower is credited with this very insightful observation: It's the aliens from whom friends are made.
Every time he meets another person for the first time, that individual starts out as an alien, and at the moment of contact, occupies the exact middle position of friend-enemy continuity. If you use the nonverb and verbal signs negotiated in this book, you can turn strangers into friends. Imagine yourself on your way home from work when you suddenly notice that you have another
car on your tail. His brain, which constantly picks up information from his five senses and scans the data for potential danger, has detected a threat. Another car was doing something abnormal. It intreated the bubble of space, which separates the safe distance from the unsafe distance and now poses a risk to well-being. Here's what's interesting: You've automatically monitored
the traffic behind you, you don't even know you're doing it until other vehicles penetrate the bubble of protection. You will only notice if a tracking vehicle violates the boundaries of the normal next distance. What is true about leadership is that it is true to make friends. The brain automatically verbal and Communication. If inputs are assessed as normal and non-threatening, they



are automatically answered; do not create suspicion or danger. This is why the techniques you will learn in this book work; they're all within the human baseline. Even if you might think a person should pick up on what you're doing, they won't, because the brain perceives these behaviors as normal, and, like cars following a safe distance, doesn't attract attention. In this book, you
can emphasize friend and enemy signs. They all belong to the human baseline and can be used to enhance relationships. We are all able to use these signals; In fact, we've all used them in our lives. Unfortunately, many people don't know all the signs available to use and/or how to use them most effectively. This is even truer today than in the past, thanks to technological
advances that have stifled the development of our emotional intelligence. I once invited two students to the front of the room at the beginning of a lecture and sat them face-to-face in chairs. I asked them to talk to each other for five minutes. They seemed confused and asked what to talk about. I told them to talk about anything they wanted. They couldn't think of a single subject!
They're just sitting there staring at each other. Then I instructed them today to turn back the chairs and text each other anything. Amazingly, I had no problem chatting with each other via text for the five minutes. And that's where the problem lies. In the days before mobile phones and video games, children learned basic social skills on their own during personal interactions on the
playground. They learned all about making friends and how to deal with conflicts and interpersonal differences; This is where social skills have been taken up. Along the way, the children learned how to read and forward subtle nonverbical signals, even if they were consciously unaware. In today's thumb-talking world, no one plays ball like pre-generational cell phone kids use. Kids
stay home, play video games and text each other. Sure, there are some organized sports and school activities, but face-to-face social interaction has drastically diminished in our tech-minded world. That's not good. It's not that tech-raised kids aren't able to absorb social skills and signs; that they do not have enough experience to hone these skills and become effective in
managing personal relationships. A visual tutorial to make personal communication more difficult than SMS. A visual demonstration that face-to-face communication is eagle is much harder than texting. Article 21 shall be replaced by the following: The man puts his hand in his pocket and looks away. She looks down on me. No head. No smiles, no positive gestures, no reflections
about each other. The bottom image shows the light and positive body language associated with young people in the middle of texting. Like Switch is designed to bring out the best in you when it comes to making friends and enjoying successful relationships — in real life, not just in digitally enhanced life. --This text refers to an alternative kindle_edition edition. Edition.
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